


































Prepping the Google Rocket 

to work for Procter and Gamble or IBM, if that's what they wamed. I took 

great pride in getting summer internships for them at lvlerrill Lynch and 

Salomon Brothers. I was more engaged with them. I often chink [hat had I 

been less worried about that and more dispassionate about playing, maybe 

I would have been better." If he had to do it over, though, he says, "I 

wouldn'~ change. I couldn't change." 

After leaving Columbia, he became a sales and marketing executive at 

J. Walter Thompson, where he stayed until Eastman Kodak, a client, re

cruited him to be its director of marketing. Then, in 1983, John Sculley, 

recently appointed the CEO of Apple, heard about Campbell from a relative 

and began courting him for the job of vice president of marke[ing. He 

clinched the sale by demonstrating for Campbell the revolutiona!"), Macin

tosh computer, which Apple would introduce in 1984. "It would be pretry 

unusual today to hire a football coach to be your VP of sales," Sculley later 

told a reporter. "But what I was looking for was someone who could help 

develop Apple into an organization." Campbell took over sales 'IS well as 

marketing just months after he joined Apple, and set about firing the con

sultants and most of a sales force that "wore polyester pants and gold 

chains." He said he replaced them with recent college graduates, half of 

them women, and all hungry to succeed. "What I learned from coaching," 

he said, "is that if your guys are not as big and fast as the other gllyS, you're 

fucked!" 

Campbell's boldness appealed to the ever-rebellious S[cve Job;. The cwo 

men bonded. By 1984, said Campbell, "Sculley and Jobs were going at each 

other already." Although Jobs had recruited Sculley to bring professional 

management to Apple, he came to think he was more in[erested III marke[

ing, including marketing himself, than in Apple products; Sculley believed 

Jobs wanted an acolyte, not a CEO. Nevertheless, Campbell earned the 

rare distinction of being able to both befriend Jobs and command Sculley's 

respect. Before Sculley succeeded in pushing Jobs out of Apple in 1985, 

Campbell warned him it would be a huge mistake. Tensions flared be

tween Campbell and Sculley, and in 1987 Campbell was put in charge of 

Apple's Claris software division, with the intention of spinning i[ off as a 

private company with Campbell at the helm. But with CIaris thrIVing, Scul






















